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Antonio Maria Montanari
Violin Concertos
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Antonio Maria Montanari

(1676 – 1737)

World Premiere Recording
Concerto in C Major, ‘Dresden’
01 Allegro
02 Largo
03 Allegro

03:29
02:54
03:32

Concerto in E-flat Major, Op.1, No.6
04 Adagio e staccato
05 Allegro
06 Largo
07 Allegro

03:38
02:43
03:22
04:29

Concerto in A Major, Op.1, No.1
08 Adagio
09 Allegro
10 Amoroso
11 Allegro

01:56
03:15
02:21
02:38
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Concerto in C Major, Op.1, No.5
12 Allegro
13 Adagio
14 Allegro

02:41
00:44
02:40

Concerto in E Major, Op.1, No.7
15 Adagio
16 Allegro
17 Adagio
18 Allegro

02:25
02:25
02:17
02:38

Concerto in A Major, Op.1, No.8 *
19 Adagio
20 Allegro
21 Grave
22 Vivace

02:10
02:08
02:46
02:37

* This concerto has previously been recorded by the European Union Baroque Orchestra
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Solo Violin & Director:
Johannes Pramsohler
violin: P. G. Rogeri, Brescia, 1713
David Wish
violin: C. F. Ficker, Markneukirchen,
18th Century
Roldán Bernabé (4 - 22)
violin: R. G. Hargrave, 1992 (after G. Cappa)
Johannes Heim (19 - 22)
violin: Anonymus, Milan, 1730

Ensemble Diderot

Samuel Hengebaert
violin: Michael Stauder, 2008 (after J. Stainer)
viola: Tilman Muthesius, 1992 (after J. Stainer)

on period instruments

Gulrim Choi
cello: Joël Klépal 2013 (after G. Guarneri filius
Andrea 1692)
Youen Cadiou
violone: Northern Italy, 18th Century
Philippe Grisvard
harpsichord: Andrew Garrett & Richard
Clayson, 1975 (after G. Ridolfi 1665)
Jadran Duncumb
theorbo: Brendan Hirst, England, 1989
guitar: Stephen Murphy, France, 2002
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“Antonuccio” steps
into Arcangelo’s shoes

Antonio Montanari:
A Master Restored
to Favour
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On 8 January 1713 Arcangelo Corelli
died. With his passing the community of
string players in Rome lost not only its
most internationally famous violinist and
composer but also its recognized capo: the
person with the twofold task of directing
major orchestral performances from the
concertmaster’s desk and of recruiting (and
managing the payment of ) the players
themselves. There were two obvious
candidates to succeed him in the latter role.
One, Matteo Fornari, had acted for several
years as his co-leader and had deputized
for him in his last few years, which were
marked by failing health. The other,
Giuseppe Valentini, was more a rival than a
friend of Corelli, but was at least a regular
“front desk” player and a very prolific
composer with an original, if sometimes
rather bizarre, musical style. In the event,
both men were passed over in favour of a
violinist somewhat lower in profile: Antonio
Montanari, previously often known in
Rome by the diminutive of his given name,

“Antonuccio”. (The relatively modest social
status of most professional musicians meant
that in accordance with Italian custom
they were commonly referred to by their
baptismal names, diminutives often serving
to distinguish younger from older bearers of
the same name.)
Montanari’s career path had to some
extent followed Corelli’s. He is described as
a subject of the duchy of Modena on the
title page of his published concertos, but
there is evidence that his formative years (he
was born in 1676) were spent at least partly
in the city of Bologna, then governed by a
papal legate, as suggested by the presence
of a sonata for violin and cello by him
alongside similar works by local composers
in an anthology engraved in Bologna by
Carlo Buffagnotti around 1690, and also by
a so-called Sonata a 3 (in reality, a primitive
concerto) from the same period that
survives in the large portion of the musical
collection of cardinal Pietro Ottoboni
today preserved in Manchester. One report,
published in the second volume of the
Lettres juives (1738), a satirical commentary

on contemporary manners written by Jean
Baptiste de Boyer, marquis d’Argens, claims
that he was in fact a Corelli pupil (“élève du
fameux Corelli, Père de l’Harmonie”), but
this assertion should be treated with caution
in the absence of corroboration, since
older histories often assume an ‘apostolic
succession’ from master to pupil where in
fact there was none.
‘Antonuccio’ came to Rome soon after
1690 and gradually worked his way up
the ranks. His earliest known engagement,
as a rank-and-file violinist, was at the
devotion of the Forty Hours (Quarant’ore)
held at the Ottoboni church of San
Lorenzo in Damaso in February 1693.
He was employed as a salaried member
of Ottoboni’s household only between
1709 and 1715, but throughout his career
performed at special functions organized
by the cardinal. Between 1705 and 1708
Montanari, succeeding Corelli after a short
interregnum, was in the service of cardinal
Benedetto Pamphilj. There are hints that
soon after his arrival in Rome Montanari
had been taken under the wing of cardinal
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Carlo Colonna, and he later also performed
often at functions, both secular and sacred,
of the noble Borghese and Ruspoli families.
For example, in 1708 he was co-leader
(under Corelli) at the performance of
Handel’s oratorio La Resurrezione, given
under Ruspoli auspices. After becoming
capo, however, Montanari no longer needed,
for financial or other reasons, to be attached
to any particular household: existing records
show that he performed – but always in
Rome, never further afield – in an immense
variety of locales and functions up to his
death in 1737.
The stability of Montanari’s residence
in Rome – not for him, the life of touring
virtuosi such as Vivaldi, Locatelli or Tartini
in their younger years – made him a soughtafter teacher of his instrument. Valentini
may have studied with him, to judge from
a manuscript sonata and a poem that the
younger man dedicated to Montanari.
The German violin virtuoso Pisendel, who
visited Italy in 1716–17 partly to further
his musical education (and augment his vast
musical collection) and partly to provide
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musical entertainment for his master, the
Saxon-Polish crown prince, took lessons
from him and came home with several
manuscripts of his sonatas and concertos.
However, his playing style did not please
everyone. Boyer, while acknowledging his
great reputation, preferred the playing of
the Turinese violinist Giovanni Lorenzo
Somis, and Charles Burney reported
that in the early 1730s Montanari was
mortified to be overshadowed in his own
city by Tartini’s pupil Pasquale Bini. Johann
Joachim Quantz encountered him in Rome
in 1724, acknowledging his excellence as a
performer but slightly disparaging him as
a composer. We are fortunate to possess a
lively ink drawing of Montanari in the act of
performing from the hand of the artist and
keen amateur musician Pier Leone Ghezzi,
who frequently entered into his sketchbooks
the likenesses of the musicians who
frequented the accademie held at his home.
From this sketch we see that Montanari
holds his instrument loosely against the
collar bone, employs a bow rather long for
the period (holding it, rather surprisingly,

in the traditional French manner with the
thumb under the heel) and concentrates
hard without adopting any particular facial
expression.
Montanari’s music and
posthumous reputation

Relatively little of Montanari’s music has
survived. This is partly because so little of it
was published. The apparent lack of effort
to publish his own music may have been a
deliberate strategy on Montanari’s part, if
he calculated that his cachet as a performer
of his own works would suffer from their
passing too freely into other hands (this was
the very consideration that led Domenico
Scarlatti to publish hardly any of his
keyboard sonatas). It is significant that the
group of eight concertos for one or two
violins published in Amsterdam by MichelCharles Le Cène around 1730 were not
brought out at the behest of the composer
but only “collected by” (“raccolti da”)
the publisher and bore no opus number
on the title page, even though Le Cène
added “Opera prima” in his catalogues.

Remarkably, the Le Cène print exists today
only in a single known example, held by the
library of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde
in Wien. Two of the published concertos
(nos. 6 and 8, both included on this
recording) are found in Dresden in
manuscript copies originating from
Pisendel’s visit to Rome (thereby showing
that Le Cène was publishing music that had
been in existence for a considerable time),
while another (no. 7, also included) survives
in the library of the counts of Schönborn at
Wiesentheid. Other than these concertos,
we know of only the misdescribed Sonata
a tre already mentioned, two further works
in Dresden – a violin concerto in F sharp
minor copied in Rome by Pisendel and
another in C major copied and collected
by Quantz (on this recording) – plus a
concerto for sopranino recorder in B flat
major surviving in Rostock and attributed
to Montanari, perhaps incorrectly, in the
Breitkopf catalogues. (A violin concerto
attributed to Montanari in Lund turns out
to be Vivaldi’s concerto RV 377.)
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INTRODUCTION – English
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Johannes Pramsohler
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Born in South Tyrol and now living in
Paris, baroque violinist Johannes Pramsohler
has in recent years become one of the most
versatile representatives of his profession.
As artistic director and first violin of the
Ensemble Diderot, which he founded in
2009, he brings to life unknown repertoire
with a keen sense for significant rarities.
The ensemble’s debut recording of chamber
music from the Dresden court of August the
Strong received international acclaim.
As concertmaster, Johannes has
collaborated with The King’s Consort, Le
Concert d’Astrée, the European Union
Baroque Orchestra, the International
Baroque Players, and as a guest of the Berlin
Philharmonic with its early music ensemble
Concerto Melante. As soloist, Johannes
recently performed under Iván Fischer with
the Budapest Festival Orchestra and with
the Taiwan Baroque Orchestra. Recitals
with chamber music partners such as
Philippe Grisvard (harpsichord) and Jadran
Duncumb (lute) take him to Europe’s
concert halls on a regular basis. His first solo
CD, of world premiere recordings of violin
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JOHANNES
PRAMSOHLER
PHILIPPE GRISVARD
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Main Sponsor
Very special thanks to our main sponsor David Leppan
for his generous donation.
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Thank You
Archiv der Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in Wien
Musikkonservatorium “Claudio Monteverdi” Bozen
Taiwan Baroque Orchestra and its director, Dr. Lan Ku Chen
Sächsische Landesbibliothek – Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Dresden
Philipp Achammer, Philipp Bohnen, Brian Clark, Guido Erdmann, Oliver Geisler,
Serge Girardi, Reinhard Goebel, Florian Kasslatter, Vincent Lasserre, Simon McVeigh,
Christopher Palameta, Günther Rautz, Alessandro Sartori, Michael Stauder,
Michael Talbot, Gabriel von Toggenburg
Johannes Pramsohler would like to thank Mireille Durand and Anigue Malignon
for their friendship, support and ceaseless energy. This project would not have been
possible without them.
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